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The new standard for hygienic
and sustainable cleaning.
Invented by REKOLA, Finland.
GROWING CHALLENGES REQUIRE BETTER SOLUTIONS

REKOLA started out with cleaning trolleys. Over the
years, we have developed a comprehensive approach
to efficiency and logistics which is apparent today in all
our concepts and product solutions.
REKOLA MOTION cleaning trolleys and REKOLA ADDON
accessories create preconditions for optimal cost
efficiency and overall time gains. In addition, REKOLA
REFLEX sets the standard for efficient cleaning through
unique products and methods that give documented
advantages on all crucial fronts: financially, ergonomically,
environmentally and – last but not least – hygienically.
Would you like to see independent test results or book
a user test? Please contact us or one of our partners!

REFLEX CLEANING CONCEPT
CUTTING EDGE CLEANING CONCEPT
REKOLA REFLEX is the given alternative to traditional
flat mop systems when requirements concerning
hygiene, efficient cleaning, budget, and environmental
characteristics are exceptionally stringent. That’s the
very reason why REKOLA REFLEX is the ideal concept
for hospitals and hotels.

RESULTS THAT SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
Our special design and cleaning method means deeper
and more efficient cleaning with optimal hygiene and
minimal spreading of bacteria. Using cloths instead
of mops means lower costs for purchases, laundry and
advance preparation, and also time gains and environmental advantages. Several cloths can be prepared
and transported at the same time on the trolley and
the same holder and handle can be used for stairs,
walls and ceilings. Contact us for information about
independent evaluations and tests!

MOTION CLEANING TROLLEYS
GET AHEAD THROUGH FLEXIBILITY
REKOLA MOTION offers a full range of trolleys of different
sizes and designs, for many different uses. A common
feature of them all is that they can be adapted and
customised to meet your specific needs, partly through
the smart REKOLA ADDON tool holders and innovative
storage solutions and partly through the possibility
of adding new trolley modules as your needs change.
With REKOLA MOTION, you’re always a step ahead.

IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS DEAL
THROUGH SMART LOGISTICS
The combination of light-weight components, large
loading capacity, purpose-designed accessories and
easy handling creates a unique foundation for efficient
logistics and high-class ergonomics and you get Rekola’s
renowned quality into the bargain. These are trolleys
that improve your competitiveness. For a long time.

ADDON ACCESSORIES
THE WAY TO AN OPTIMAL CLEANING PROCESS
REKOLA ADDON is a complete series of smart accessories which make it easier than ever to adapt, integrate
and optimise the cleaning trolley’s functionality and
equipment. REKOLA ADDON thereby contributes to an
efficient and time-saving cleaning process where staff
have easy access to all the necessary cleaning tools
and consumables needed during their work shift.

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS AND FUNCTIONS
REKOLA ADDON accessories have been developed in
close collaboration with cleaning companies and staff
so as to simplify the work and create solutions that did
not exist before. One of the results is the unique mix of
hard and soft materials and innovative solutions such
as REKOLA HOOKIT – the multifunctional hook that
improves order and accessibility on the cleaning trolley.

REKOLA is the Nordic countries’ leading designer of innovative
cleaning trolley systems, cleaning aids and customised concepts.
OUR MISSION is to continually move the boundaries for hygienic and
sustainable cleaning forward through customer-driven development
and innovation. Thanks to unique design and manufacturing resources
in Finland, we can offer outstanding flexibility and extremely short
lead times – the whole way, from prototype to production.
WWW.REKOLA.COM
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